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editors’ introduction
indicia: in-DISHy-yuh
n. pl. (1) differentiating marks, characters, or signs, or (2) a biannual literary arts magazine
— featuring poetry, flash and short prose, and art — that says “out with the old guard, in
with the noobs.”

For each issue of indicia, we seek poems, art, and short prose that hunker down at the fringes
of the experimental and the accessible, with a special emphasis on developing their own sense of
play. What we generally receive fills out the vast spectrum of these qualities, and the ones that
make the biggest impression on us as vibrant, necessary, and/or bizarre are presented within
these pages.
This issue’s release finds us in the early stages of a monumental black swan moment, the
COVID-19 pandemic that is currently decimating the global population and many peoples’ ways
of life. We received the following submissions in the last half of 2019, when this unforeseen
shitstorm was still on the horizon. Reading through the lens of early 2020, it is hard to separate
the context of these poems from the world we now occupy: as snapshots of societies already
shaking in their complacency, on the verge of complete devolution. The pieces gathered here
exhibit prescience of the boredom, mysticism, isolation, interpersonal disconnect, longing, grief,
brutal tempestuousness, and historical memory that were just months from becoming a part of
daily life under lockdown. These artists deftly capture our pain and confusion from the last time
it would be experienced mostly only on an individual level. Hopefully we all get through this
intact, but until then, let these works disinfect and guide you. See you on the other side of the
gates.

AJ Urquidi & Marcus Clayton
Executive Editors

when I no longer
feel it breathing down
my neck it’s just around
the corner (hi neighbor)
— Tim Dlugos, “My Death”

How Far They Are
Regina Ernst

I could be lonely in any city. I say this to myself while straddling my bicycle at Gravelly Point
near the line of forest green Porta Potties. I’m watching the people in the grass — young families on
blankets, rowdy teens perched on the edge of the bed of a pickup, some sons standing with the trees
and with their fathers with shirts too tight and bellies hanging over leather belts — as they watch the
planes ascend from Ronald Reagan in Crystal City. I wonder, are they all here just for this, to
witness the departures?
As proven after a few minutes, it’s not that rare. Ten outgoing planes pass above us within what
feels like minutes. But then I understand. Those on the planes are watching us, too, because for a
second, when they’re just overhead, we’re all so close together, looking up and down, contemplating
the low rumbling from within, lifting them away, and the aggressive quaking outside, grounding us
to the earth. Then, in another second, we’re not so close.
When I slide my hips back over my seat to start pedaling away, I think how far they are,
moving farther. It’s so simple that it hurts.
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Interregnum
Indigo Erlenborn
The butterhung wind licks summer skin like sugar dog tongues,
golden as the space your belly laugh once
carved out of this very room.
Now I rent it out at storage rates.
Meanwhile, a man jumps off a bridge.
He is on fire.
These days you look like a grave
that something is trying to crawl out of,
and I am addicted to the darkness
between worlds.
So here I am,
back to pick my teeth with perfect bones
nestled among the corporeal
undercarriages of my mother’s
parrot tulips.
I buried you,
yet here you are.
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The Gates
Wheeler Light
You walk through the gates
& I cannot talk about queerness
without talking also of a storm.
I hold you and my arms are
consumed by the earth.
I cannot talk about queerness
without talking about a hearse
which seems a good enough
shelter. Howl with me.
Let us be hung by our feet
and become the clouds.
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Untitled
William C. Blome

We needed something to make you tell the truth. Nighttime was falling fast, and it was getting
adamant in its refusal to let daylight hide in ever-narrowing and stingy confines. Agony by featherstroking under your arms apparently wasn’t going to be enough to wake your honesty up, get it dressed,
and parade it hereabouts, and nor would ringing a bell in your mother’s ears till she begged you to
answer any question I might ask. I say again, nighttime just would not stop coming, though the crescent
moon became and remained a small exception in its midst. However, it was when you whinnied like an
appaloosa and shied away from a huge washtub in the yard that I knew a solution was close at hand. I
had strong men come and fill the tub to brimming with good ale, and I had them lower you in and
power you under unto drowning. I had the same strong men give you just-in-time relief from all the
frothy drink, and a half hour or so to dry off and quit that hacking and coughing, and I think you could
say that after that, why, we were perfect from then on in: false utterances just would not raise their ugly
head anymore.
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Riding the
Rails with Marx
And Engels…
Brett Stout
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vista song
Lana Valdez
I’m leaving a kingdom so beautiful and so green.
A green I’ll likely never see again in my own land,
a green sight that will take up
the rest of my mind and
the rest of my years trying to replace.
I’m leaving a kingdom on its tiptoes
backed against a wall of lush forest leaves
that will outlive every other province on this planet.
It rules its rivers with a fist,
and an eye out to protect —
a ruling with intentions pure
as a heavenly lick from its waters,
where the king’s sailboats scatter
like the freckles of a landscape.
I’m leaving a kingdom
which is my first grasp of something real.
In it, I am small.
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Surrounded
Heikki Huotari
More amenable to inspiration than the
competition, I take home the prize. To be a middledistance runner or a rhizome, one must have a
gender, as with each equivalence relation is
associated one partition, one with peanut allergy
opposed to ten who don’t believe that such a thing
exists. This island is so small who would I marry?
My hands make a megaphone. I’m speaking to a
window on the second floor.
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Emily as a Blood-Bunch
Darren C. Demaree
I hear a rock
beneath my own skin
un-mapping
the wounds
& a fortune
of jealousies; she
always presents herself
as a bruise,
but I’d recognize
Emily anywhere.
She makes joy
look like the process
that it absolutely is
& I look like hell
most of the time.
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Testimony
Paige Frisone

depression is the core / root / black / boxed / bottom of everything a
collective brew of broken
they say you hit a wall / human broke — can’t fix / objectified
losing it implies a one time kinda deal / lost it — came back / no,
losing rolls / builds / begs / how / when / come back
lost it / still / losing / does it / end / can i / end it
the wall i hit every time i lose it should stop me / no,
to keep losing and losing
such loss you’ve had, therapist says, such loss i am…
reframe, she asks so i flip it upside down
she laughs & then i laugh & then all is smart & beautiful
that wall i hit every time i lose it
tar infiltrates body now / calligraphy branched veins / spiders crawl into
black / and / white / brain
fill up on gas | hit wall still
…says i too much become the things i love
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folks flock this way now / wall of the / crime / yell / blame the wall i hit
every time i lose it
blood drapes down wall
beautiful wall
i am having a hard time
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Modern
Degradation Is So
Damn Statuesque
Brett Stout
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rosy meadow grasshopper
Anum Sattar

rosy meadow grasshopper
leaps from a wood nettle stalk —
father delayed tuition
we no longer talk

Author’s Note: This is a Dodoitsu, a Japanese poetic form developed
towards the end of the Edo period. It consists of four lines
with the moraic structure 7-7-7-5.
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In Deep Relief
Colin Dodds

My daughter
with gold tape
on her dirty legs,
climbing the marble stairs,
smiles, turns and looks
back at me
The wheel
rises high, presses
into the clay
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bess from north st. louis
Delia Rainey

girls in the dark
photograph
hike up homemade
skirts with one
hand
gnaw
on fat pickles
with the other
“we were funny
girls,” bess
said, her teeth
shiny
hooded
eyes squint
on me
in my dreams
i sputter
brine
bits of who
she was
die again
sewn
beneath
quiet stars
and missouri
dirt, “we
were poor
17

girls,”
[her birth
certificate
was found
her birth
place was
a couple houses
down from
her place
of address
midwives pull
her out, pink]
in the black neighborhood
my family
clenches
imagines
drive-bys
as they drive by
squint
on the puzzle
of brick
and bess
runs home
from school to
eat nothing
but broth
in brownstones
and curly cornice
the margins where
kosher deli girls
rest
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Dental X-Rays
John Muellner

He extends an invitation, finds me tucked
in the faux leather of an otherwise empty lobby,
and I follow his lead down the hallway of a building
I have never visited before. He covers his charcoal scrubs
with a gown, professionalism cloaked by a flouncy blue ghost,
then drapes a thick bib over my body, securing it behind
my neck. The protection is weighty and copious; I can’t imagine
wearing this often. He warns of discomfort and I settle
in the patient chair while he twists a medieval looking instrument
before it invades my mouth and he tells me to bite. I don’t resist.
He guides a dangling machine around my head until the fist-wide tube
slants towards my manipulated mouth. With slight bow and head tilt,
he concentrates on my teeth. I look anywhere but his eyes.
He steps just outside of the doorway by a computer screen
to see all that’s hidden, counts down from three,
and the funnel clicks. We carry out this routine for over an hour:
him turning the rubber pad of the tool to guard my gums
and me expanding without combat before I close
slowly on the new angle. Radiation doesn’t seem
to trip me up. He waits to tease until my tongue is crammed
and immobile, forcing stifled laughter to lilt me while he tinkers.
My jaw releases when he says open please and I wish
it were always this easy to dance.
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Survival
Techniques from
the Fissured Abyss
Brett Stout
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Portrait of Sujata, Who Never Dresses Down
Rita Mookerjee
In the ’90s, I’d roll my eyes as my mom dressed for running errands.
The white moms all favored a casual simplicity: old marathon t-shirts
run for the diamonds, straight hair back in scrunchies, denim overalls,
tennis shoes. My mom slid five bangles onto each arm, affixed silver
dangles to each ear, wore long floral dresses that whispered of the saris
hanging like bold flags in her closet. She’d need my help with the clasp
on her necklace but never with the tube of lipstick gleaming garnet
in its metal casing and I don’t ask, but I suspect that she has practiced
this ritual for ages. I picture my mom dressed up, even as a young immigrant
in the ’80s, babysitting for twenty-five cents an hour while my dad studied
diagrams of the heart. They came here with two suitcases and forty bucks,
and I picture her only bag packed neatly with pastel silk skirts, blouses
with pearly buttons, sandalwood shards, and brass figures of gods
she hoped would still be listening in Wisconsin. Decades pass before
I understand my mom’s dressing ceremony, this crafting of elegant self.
Though everyone says celebrities go out in sweats and baseball caps,
chunky sunglasses shielding their brows, that is a practice best left
to the privileged. Dressing down is not an option for those
23

who make housewives clutch their purses, pushing strollers fast,
who are openly stared at from the bank to the mall to the post office,
whose accents make teachers’ eyebrows knit together in question,
who wince when TSA agents rake through our hair with gloved hands,
whose uttered language earns scowls at the grocery store,
murmurs of
how did they all get here?
To this day, I’ve never seen my mom in jeans. As a teen in India,
the only place to score Levi’s was the black market, so good denim
was mostly out of the question and instead, my mom sewed billowy
dresses in violet and crimson, did her hair in big curls, and piled on
silver that somehow never snagged as she potted basil and chives
and flipped roti on the stove. These dresses and earrings became
an extension of her body, catching eyes in the parking lot
when she picked me up from school, catching breeze on the hill
of our herb garden, catching light and tossing it back to dazzle
those who question her place in a country that is, unmistakably, hers.
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Thunder Only Happens…
Simone Liggins
Tarnished bonds know how to linger
beyond damage, beyond time,
festering away at the heart because
the leap taken was bold and deep
and ultimately ugly.
How huge is the broken weight on that chest?
What is the salve for smeared dreams and vicious shards of memory?
A mistake in the landscape
with no remedy in sight, they’ll say.
Pray you catch me salvaging. But what’s left to offer?
My Queendom is a question mark
in the darkness of these days.
Check out the lightning in the sky —
that is the warning.
Hear the countdown tic, tic, tic:
It’s coming down fast,
‘cause baby, she’s so heavy.
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Lies are the Schrodinger’s Cat of solitude
and I always swim through too many at once
in the obsidian silence.
I remember the blue spark that was you,
what it hinted for our future,
though we both suspected the truth in that failure.
Remember how I always fuck things up?
No? Good.
I never wanted to be your freshest rejection.
But regardless
of trying our best,
the casting of cards
says there will always be players again.
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Expressed Powers
Kristen Leigh Schwarz
/ks/

Toxic optics must be revised. One, then another, then another: paint roller down-left, paint
roller down-right. Not to obliterate the subject, only to inform its reading. Moving down the row,
expedient, she divides and subdivides each face. Down-left, down-right. His nose the point of
nexus. The wind whips up, hot and dry and smelling of diesel. It is bus wind.
This is good. A bus means eyes to see.
Sprinkler head sound, blade on rock sound, snake sound. The original x sound, the one the
ancient Greeks coughed out while fighting gorgons. Look, but don’t look. Toxic optics.

/ɡz/

Exiting the booth, he knows what everyone must know — the experiment went soft. They’ve
taken what the Greeks made and boiled it too long. As he passes the table, a woman —
exasperated, exhausted — shrieks at a poll worker. She shakes her mail in one hand, fans her
cards, her official faces, in another. A young man at her elbow speaks quietly, crisply, trying to
reset the situation — trying to explain. Behind her, the line. Out the door, the line. Down the stairs,
the street, the line. How long will it — how long can it — stay a line before the lines start to cross?
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Ahead on the sidewalk, he catches the eye of a girl holding a paint roller, a plastic bag tied
around its wet parts. She looks like she is about to say something to him, but a car pulls up beside
her, a door opens. She sets the roller gingerly on the backseat, then climbs in beside it. “Coexist,”
the car tells him as it departs.
Now more a gurgle, a victim in place of that first forged weapon, that equalizer of things
uncertain. Time to exhume, then examine, then exalt the corpse.

/ksh/

Luxury. Settle further into it. Sh. Let it dampen your senses. Are you anxious? The solution
lies within the problem: sh. Let a finger, a feather, alight on your lips, part them wordlessly. Sh. It’s
a sexual devolution.
Look: you went out there. You did your best (or maybe you didn’t). You tried! (Or maybe you
didn’t.) What you have now, what you earned (or maybe you didn’t), at the end, is this unction.
You are a self-anointed leaver. The water is warm, and high. Let go: float far from the source. It
was just so noxious, and what really could you do? It’ll settle itself out. Or — sh — maybe it won’t.
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/ /

Faux tableaux. An absence best represents the unknown, the French might maddeningly
argue. The absence of the head from the body, for instance. The mind cleaved from the world by
the cold popular panel, on one platform or another. We are now unique in the ways we miss
information. The algorithm jogged right, it jogged left.
He’d just stood there. Seen, but not heard. What would she have said, he wonders, hand on
his bare chest, if the car hadn’t come. There’s no way to search for her — he doesn’t have the
terms. Hello? Hellaux?

/x/ /cx/ /gx/ /hx/ /jx/ /sx/ /ux/ /sh/ /ǁ/ /ɗ/ /tʼ/ /ħ/ /ɕ/

The glottal stop, the lateral click, the voiced alveolar implosive, the ejective, the voiceless
alveolo-palatal fricative. For these sounds and many more, she’s learned, no Latin letter exists. And
so Europe sends its most flexible, most taxonomically expansive creature to pair with them, to
produce uniform, domestic breeds.
Now there are so many x’s, so many place savers, so many no’s and variables. She has to ask
her mother which sound it is when she reads it: the conqueror’s sound, the conqueror’s
conqueror’s sound, or the conqueror’s conqueror’s conqueror’s — sh like she, h like he, ks like
talks. Her mother, folding the cornhusks, knows, because she knew the sounds first, and she knows
people by the sounds they use. When the subject is obliterated, when the known is rendered
uncertain, she says, cradling the girl’s head, that is the time. The time when you must lift your
voice.
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Dialogue
Jimmy Christon
— Yes, but what happened then?
— Well I guess before that it was just the groups of peoples and their songs.
Like before they could write anything down.
— Well, then, what did they sing about?
— Just stuff that had happened.
Greek Tragedies are like that, it’s thought.
That choral odes echoed until one figure stood apart strangely.
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The Veracity of
Time at the Edge
of the Tracks
Brett Stout

31
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Nice This Time of Year
su nadeau
Once the pizza is cut and divided between us we sit and watch my father’s favorite kind of
show. He props his plate on the arm of the couch and keeps his glass close by. The show details all
of the deaths of Charlie Company. My father pushes the pizza into his mouth and chews quickly.
What is? my father asks. The pizza, I tell him. Can you turn it up a few notches? my father
asks.
There are pictures of burned bodies and grown men crying for the youth Vietnam stole from
them. Sitting here, in someone else’s miniature mansion eating pizza, I realize that I cannot
imagine what war was really like. And I don’t think this documentary will help either. There’s a
man talking about some time off they had in a local village. Even though they did not share any
language in common, the man made friends. Young soldiers play games with children involving
dice and sticks and leaves. The screen stops on a man with his hands intertwined in a child’s. In a
slow and careful movement, he picks up the child off the ground and raises the child a foot off the
ground before placing the child back down. It was a young soldier and a little girl that took a
particular liking to him. She followed him everywhere, always asking to be picked up.
An older man is telling about the time he was walking through an open field with his unit. The
day before there was a big firefight and they were to search through the wreckage. They had to
abandon two or three soldiers the day before when they came under fire and only two returned.
As they walked, one of the soldiers was shot in the chest and the soldier, the one who made
friends, died in his pal’s arms.
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A gentleman with a large beard and baseball cap talks about the helicopter that landed. He
brought the dead man to the helicopter and there was a prisoner of war, a member of the Viet
Cong, to board as well.
I was told to put the prisoner on the chopper with my friend, the veteran says. He keeps saying
chopper and it sounds authentic. I try it out on my tongue. What? my father asks me. And the
veteran says, so I took out my forty-five and shot him dead.
He wasn’t riding on the chopper with my friend, the veteran says. Nope, he wasn’t getting on
that chopper with my friend.
There is no leftover pizza, its pan is caked with burnt dough. Worn and used, the sponge is
soft and I press it to my plate hard enough to push suds out. And it is with the same pressure that I
swirl my hand in circles until the plate is covered in suds. The rinse cleans the plate and I place the
porcelain into the drying rack. My hands are warm and I pluck the baking pan from the sink and
push the sponge hard against the burnt leftovers. From the black, I try and pick out shapes — but
there is nothing to be seen other than a shapeless mass. Once it is all drying in the rack I wash my
hands, already dry and coarse from the soap. I rinse the sink of any debris.
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Mania
Maria A. Arana
smells clean when left alone
until used and soiled
with the sweat of work,
to intermingle with home’s surface,
which in due time will run its course
sounds scratchy when my finger rubs
against its roughness
like the rasping of a rat behind a wall
and mushy rubber ducky skin
slides on the soft friction we make
tastes yucky on the tip of my tongue
protruded out onto its starchy gum exterior;
I wouldn’t recommend it
as it lingers in your breath
in attached memory of its existence
looks like a yellow marshmallow
poked with holes that filter its expansion,
the miracle of absorption
a thin green rectangular mesh
attached on its back
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it scrubs and scratches
through everything
except what transpired;
the cheese and mold
unfold
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Donner Party Potatoes
Matt Dube
“Why are they called Donner Party potatoes?” his nephew asked. “Are we having a party?”
They’d stopped in the empty house to forage for food, and Simpson had found half a dozen red
potatoes, starting to sprout, under the kitchen sink. Simpson said a prayer and turned the tap. Cold
water streamed out and he turned to look at his nephew, his last living family member.
“The Uruguayan soccer team crashed their plane in the mountains, and it was totally remote,
days and days from civilization and they knew they would never make it. They ate each other so one
of them could survive. Can you imagine eating that redhead kid from your soccer team? What’s his
name?”
“Cyrus,” Liam said, and then looked away. “I saw him,” Liam said. “He had blood on his teeth.”
“Your dad told me he’s sorry you had to see that. It’s a hell of a world.” Simpson pulled the last
potato from under the sink. It had so many sprouts it was like a hairball.
“Why do you call it Donner Party potatoes?”
“Because soccer team potatoes is a stupid name.” Simpson brushed dirt from the potato. “Look
at this,” he said, and held out the potato. “See these,” he said, and pulled one sprout between two
fingers. “This is an escape craft from a doomed planet,” he explained. “The potato knows it can’t
live here anymore, so it sends out runners to look for something better.” Liam touched the potato
with one finger and then stepped back.
“They’re like white worms.”
“Right,” Simpson said. “To give it the energy to escape, the potato eats itself. Before they
invaded, we’d cut out the runners and eat the rest. But we don’t have enough, so we eat the runners,
too. Donner Party potatoes. Eat the cannibal spuds.” Simpson said the last part like a war cry and
Liam flinched.
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Simpson and his brother first made Donner Party potatoes the summer they lived in a cabin by
Lake Michigan. The game was to survive without asking for help. There was a resort lodge a quarter
mile up the street, on the other side of the rusted turnpike gate. But they were good enough at
survival that they lived for weeks on what they foraged. Simpson was better at it than his brother;
that’s why Lewis asked Simpson to take care of Liam when he knew he was dying. He knew Simpson
would get to Waukegan.
Forty-five minutes in the oven, and Simpson and his nephew were sitting in the empty house’s
dining room, September light streaming through the windows. Liam had found cloth napkins, and
Simpson showed him how to fold them into peacocks, all showy tail, so they had formal place
settings in front of them when Simpson set the potatoes and a fork in front of Liam. “What about
your potatoes?” Liam asked.
“Don’t worry,” Simpson said. “I’ll eat later.”
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pisher
Delia Rainey

the poached pike gets smashed
into lumpy gefilte fish
and the herring cut like bandaids
pickled with slivers of onion
served at the shul luncheon.
when I was too busy giving head
in the youth lounge chair that swiveled.
bored listening to the rabbi, so
burned our eyes on the stained glass
image of a bird with an olive
branch, now a hypnosis black hole.
sometimes the herring is bottled up
in white cream. the tough skin
hits the roof of my mouth like velvet
curtains hide the scroll. we found
the men’s scotch behind the fabric.
the torah portion is the story of
something tabernacle, garments worn
and fathers sacrificing sons. in the car
in the parking lot by the sanctuary,
the hebrew translates “GATES
OF JUSTICE” his teen body asked,
I shook my head. lip snags
on hook. the longest prayer
is read in silence. this is how
I learned to bend and bow.
39

repeated over and over, pickled
and braided into animal
vellum. always wake up
on saturdays, craving it.
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The 50-State
Rustbelt Gulag
Blues
Brett Stout
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Moon Squirm Spine
Corey Hill

I knew a woman with a moon squirm spine.
We drank together
all the beer and rum and vodka.
I ate the slick entrance
to inside your blood.
You chased an armadillo.
You lit fires.
We stomped their stupid villages.
A comet thirty years gone and back
convinced them to kill and
yet we avoided their grasping gas canister,
all their schemes to ascend.
We shrapneled best after midnight
when the decent ones burrowed into lint.
Calamity of frenzy tongue and purple nipples
gobbed in the night slobber, the breath of
just us, it was only us, only we were moving.
A woman star-flesh sweet.
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There is nowhere to go
that you didn’t envelop already in
tectonic hips
planet smell
sex.
Lava rock rotating in them ribs,
stretching to the curve and hungry.
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How the Sausage Is Made
Heikki Huotari
Some nascent states may be deliciously bewitched though
even of decidedly unprecious metals it takes more to mint them
than they’re worth and they can’t pass a law of nature without
fudging data. As the summer storm’s concluded by the shadow of a
dragonfly and by an ozone of cicadas endlessly amending an
agenda, they’ll be auditing the cupboards and the closets and
there’s no parental portrait they won’t throw away. Nor annual nor
physical assessment threatens. What reptilian brain could fail to
frame the centrally symmetric?
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Meditation
P. Szymo

PART I
Sit down have a crack at it, too lazy to lift
the pen beyond messiness, a print curse,
bloody well gonna, sex out of reach, get on my
game tomorrow, drunkenness will sure help, and
I’ve dashed to writing creaturely of myself.
Write of the fictive, like Luke who grantexd a
stone eternal life, now I realize why Hunter
S. Thompson wanted his remains exploded to the
sky, to the space where it can float and build
some new, most likely a stone at best, but
eventually his dead cells will get somewhere,
pulled back to the earth.
No escape.
Feel so tired, but don’t want to go back to
sleep, out of fear, I think, but mostly out of
shit I got to sort this out. Tomorrow, do not
forget the mindset, just remember the
responsibility, and hope for an aggressive
lady. Not too late to reel like death.
Quiet it down up there, I’m trying to get some
subconscious going. Need to get healthy again.
46

Can’t remember when I ever was.
Everything about me so dry, ouji boarded and
this is where it takes me, need that force
wherever it hangs, loose paper fitting the
clapping longhands[?]. Want to vegetate, NO
time. I’ve let them all down but they will
still love me. Lies detected so easily. C

PART II
Sit down have a crack at it, too lazy to lift
the pen beyond messiness, a print curse,
bloody well gonna, sex out of reach, get on my
game tomorrow, drunkenness will sure help, and
I’ve dashed to writing creaturely of myself.
Write of the fictive, like Luke who grantexd a
stone eternal life, now I realize why Hunter
S. Thompson wanted his remains exploded to the
sky, to the space where it can float and build
some new, most likely a stone at best, but
eventually his dead cells will get somewhere,
pulled back to the earth.
No escape.
Feel so tired, but don’t want to go back to
sleep, out of fear, I think, but mostly out of
shit I got to sort this out. Tomorrow, do not
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forget the mindset, just remember the
responsibility, and hope for an aggressive
lady. Not too late to reel like death.
Quiet it down up there, I’m trying to get some
subconscious going. Need to get healthy again.
Can’t remember when I ever was.
Everything about me so dry, ouji boarded and
this is where it takes me, need that force
wherever it hangs, loose paper fitting the
clapping longhands[?]. Want to vegetate, NO
time. I’ve let them all down but they will
still love me. Lies detected so easily. Can’t
do nothing.
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